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A Maltese Christmas
CLIFFORD VELLA GALEA

C

hristmas has always occupied a very special place in the life of the people of Malta and its sister island of Gozo.
Most Maltese come from a catholic upbringing and therefore to date, Christmas in Malta still has a strong religious
influence with large numbers flocking to the island’s churches to attend the Christmas midnight mass service.

Churches on the island are beautifully decorated with artistic nativity cribs locally known as ‘presepju’, and built by parishioners
themselves. These cribs are decorated with figurines, called ‘pasturi’ (representing figures present in the nativity scene such
as shepherds, angels and the three kings). Some cribs are also mechanically operated and the figurines in them perform
movements! Besides, in each church, an artistic life-size statue of the baby Jesus is placed on the main altar at midnight on
Christmas night. Traditionally, the three figures of the magi (Wise Men) are placed in the crib for the feast of the Epiphany.
Up to forty years ago this feast wast celebrated in Malta on the 6th of January, and brought the festive season to a conclusion.
Unfortunately, since then the day was removed from the list of public holidays and this feast was moved to the Sunday after
New Year’s Day. A voluntary organisation founded in Malta in 1986 and known as Għaqda Ħbieb tal-Presepju (Friends of the
Crib) keeps the Maltese crib tradition alive. Every year, in the weeks running up to Christmas, this organisation organises an
national exhibition of around one hundred cribs of all shapes and sizes.
Cribs were first introduced in Malta from Italy by rich noblemen. They did not seem to be so popular at first. The first recorded
Maltese crib is believed to have been built in Malta in 1617 and was displayed at the Domenican Friars church in Rabat. In the
Benedictine cloistered monastery of St Peter in Mdina, we also find a crib dating back to 1670. This is still treasured and looked
after by the nuns who live in the monastery. Around the same time we also come across the first crib in Malta with moving
elements powered by water! As cribs became more popular they also became more ‘maltese’ with Italian oriented scenery
and trades being replaced by local ones. For example, flour windmills were and are still are popular elements featured in the
Maltese crib scene. The first imported Italian ‘pasturi’ (crib figurines) were very expensive and most locals couldn’t afford them.
So people started making their own figures from rough clay and plaster. Some of these figures still survive today although
unfortunately modern day pasturi are now often made of plastic.
In the early 20th century, a maltese priest called Dun Gorg Preca founder of a society to teach Christian doctrine called
MUSEUM, began a number of initiatives to stop the decline of certain Christmas traditions. He fostered the tradition of crib
building among Maltese children, and in 1921 he started the annual Christmas eve procession along the main streets of all
Maltese towns and villages, carrying a life size figure of the Baby Jesus.
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At sunset on Christmas Eve in 1921, Fra Diegu Street in Dun Gorg’s town of
Hamrun was crowded with children and adults ready to take part in the first
procession. In those days, street lighting was very poor in Malta and so many
participants brought lanterns with them to help them see their way during the
procession and to shed light on the statue of Baby Jesus carried shoulder-high
by four young men. The different types of lamps included gas powered bicycle
headlamps, oil lamps used on farmers carts, coloured paper lanterns and
Venetian lights as well as palm fronds and olive branches. This initiative soon
became very popular with people of all ages giving birth to a special Maltese
traditional repeated annually to date. They are still very popular today and
form part of the Christmas eve celebrations in Malta and Gozo.
The importance given to Christmas on the island is reflected in the way Maltese
houses are decorated, not only with cribs of all sorts but also through large life
size statues of the baby Jesus placed behind windows or in balconies and lit up
at night for all to see and admire. Maltese houses are also decorated with other
types of conventional Christmas decorations such as wreaths, candles, a richly
decorated Christmas tree dand all sorts of other illuminations.
Another tradition, probably unique to our islands, is that of sowing wheat,
grain and vetch seeds known as ‘ġulbiena’ in containers containing moist cotton
buds, five weeks before Christmas. These are then left in a dark area in the
house, where they cannot be reache by rays of light, until the seeds germinate
and grow into a whitish shoot looking grass.The containers with the fully-grown
shoots are then used to decorate the crib and the statue of Baby Jesus as from
the first day of the Christmas novena on December 15th.
Followed only on the Maltese islands is the tradition known as ‘Il-Priedka tatTifel’ which is translated into ‘the child’s sermon’ . This consists of a sermon
being preached at the Christmas midnight mass by boy (nowadays even by a
girl), normally aged between 7 and 10 years, instead of the officiating priest!
The child learns the sermon by heart and start practicing it four to five weeks
before Christmas Eve. Parents are often as excited and nervous about the
performance as their children, as it is usually them who would have assisted
their son or daughter to learn the sermon. The young preacher usually tells the
story of the birth of Jesus in Bethlehem and is encouraged to give their sermon
a personal delivery which will touch the hearts of the congregation.
The first recorded Christmas eve sermon we know of was that by George Sapiano delivered as an altar boy in 1883, in Saint
Andrew’s parish church of Luqa. Today ot has also become customary for local churches to organise a short children’s pageant
including shepherds and Mary and Joseph carrying a baby doll (representing Baby Jesus) while acting out the nativity story. This
re-enactment usually comences an hour in advance of the Christmas High Mass at midnight.
Maltese Christmas culture also has a number of local carols, the most popular of which being ‘Ninni la tibkix izjed’. Literally the
carol’s name means ‘sleep and cry no more’ and was written by the Jesuit priest, Fr. Andrew Schembri (1774-1862) from Luqa for
Maltese migrants living in Tunis.
Christmas Carols, are popular in the Maltese festive season, not only during church ceremonies but also at school concerts, carol
singing evenings in old people’s homes and hospitals organised by a number of voluntary organisations, as well as during door-todoor carol sessions held by elements from local choirs in various villages.
Under the patronage of the President of Malta, the Malta Community Chest Fund, founded around thirty years ago, each year
employs hundreds of volunteers to raise cash donations during the yuletide season. Donations are then distributed to charitable
institutions such as orphanages, old people’s homes and rehabilitation centres which often rely on such donations to continue
their work in the community.
Finally an appetizer of Maltese food at Christmas. Traditionally, the Maltese house-wife kept the fattest capon/rooster, ‘hasi’,
especially for the Christmas family lunch. Roasted at the local bakery in a casserole full of potatoes and vegetables, the mouthwatering fowl dish was eagerly awaited by one and all. A traditional desert served at Christmas was the treacle ring, known as
‘Qaghqa tal-Ghasel’, and to finish it off, a hot chestnut and cocoa soup, ‘Imbuljuta tal-Qastan’, which was and is still served as a cosy
night cap during the cold Maltese December days.
Today the traditional Maltese menu has a number of foreign influences which paved the way for turkey and the traditional christmas
cakes, christmas puddings and mince pies, all inherited during 164 years of British rule (1800 - 1964) in Malta. Lately the Italian
Panettone has also become a Maltese Christmas favourite.
Malta christmas guide
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CELEBRATING CHRISTMAS
ON FESTIVE GOZO

A

s the days get shorter and temperatures begin to drop, you might imagine that life on the small, sunsoaked island of Gozo would start to quieten down after a long hot summer full of fun and activity.
Well, think again!

Christmas is celebrated in magnificent style on Gozo with a lively mix of religious and social events held
across the island throughout the month of December and well into the new year.
If you’re thinking of getting away for Christmas this year, then consider our lovely island of Gozo for an
unforgettable experience. Every village in Gozo is alight with activity, as enthusiastic volunteers decorate
village streets and prepare intricate cribs – truly remarkable craftsmanship that adorns Gozo’s small villages
with the warm Christmas spirit.
Christmas is a joyful time and Gozo steps up to celebrate. The town of Victoria and main village squares light
up with decorations and there is a hustle and bustle around the island that heralds the festive event. Look
out for beautiful choir singing and traditional cribs that reveal true craftsmanship. The traditional processions
with the bambin Gesu’ are held in every village with the participation of children. Roam around Betlehem
f’Għajnsielem where a whole area known as Ta’ Passi in the limits of Għajnsielem is transformed into a
nativity village providing a cove where religion and local traditions intermingle.
Gozo positively lights up at Christmas. Local people love to decorate their houses inside and out with
Christmas decorations and the village streets sparkle with pretty lights. Gozo’s wonderful baroque churches
are also made even more beautiful with lights and flowers.
One of the most distinctive elements of Christmas on Gozo are the displays of nativity cribs, known as
presepju, with hand-crafted figurines called pasturi. You’ll see them all over the island – in people’s homes,
shops, and churches.
10 malta christmas guide

Visiting them is a popular activity for visitors and locals alike. Some feature mechanical moving figures but
the ultimate nativity is found in the fields surrounding the village of Għajnsielem.
Throughout December, the village of Għajnsielem hosts a unique live nativity scene, complete with a baby
Jesus, animals, shepherds and wise men. You can watch villages go about their tasks as they might have done
2,000 years ago. 2018 also marks the 10th edition of Bethlehem f’Ghajnsielem, a live crib which has become
one of the main attractions in Gozo at this time of the year, so much so it has attracted international attention
as a top 10 Worldwide Destination at Christmas.
Food is a vital part of the Christmas celebrations and on Gozo, we are proud of our unique culinary heritage.
Traditionally, families will sit down on Christmas day to eat a delicious Maltese dish called timpana, which
comprises backed macaroni covered with crusty pastry.
Another local speciality you’ll find at Christmas are honey rings called qagħaq tal-għasel. These are eaten
throughout the festive season.
This year visitors heading to Gozo during the festive period will be delighted to note an activity to be held
every day.
Apart from the numerous Christmas Markets and cribs exhibitions, Gozo is also hosting a New Year’s Eve
event. Held both in the Independence Square and St George’s Square in Victoria, the night will see local
and international talent on one stage. Jonas Blue, known for hits such as ‘Mama’ and ‘Rise’ will be the
International guest for the night, alongside local band The Travellers and Gianni & the Crosswalk Gang.
This year make sure you experience Christmas in Gozo. Be there for the illumination of the Christmas lights
in Victoria’s main street, choose your favourite activities from a brimming calendar, including excellent choir
singing and end the festivities by witnessing the arrival of the Three Kings, on the 6th of January 2019.
For a detailed programm of events you can visit www.visitgozo.com
Malta christmas guide
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THE

SHOCKING AMOUNT
OF FOOD WASTED
AT CHRISTMAS
AND HOW TO PREVENT IT

It’s Christmas time and the problem of food waste rears its head once again.
Households are continuing to throw away vast amounts of perfectly edible food and
the festive season is a key culprit.

A

round Europe it is estimated that a staggering 74 million minced pies are thrown away each Christmas
and 4.2 million plates of turkeys and trimmings are also going straight in the bin. This isn’t just a
shocking waste of the time, money and effort put into growing, manufacturing, transporting

and cooking food that is ultimately wasted but this also has a detrimental impact on the environment. In
Malta this is no exception with an abundance of food ending up wasted each being wasted each and every
other event being held during this season. National Office for Statistics figures show that on average 25% of
foodstuffs purchased is ending up as waste.
It was estimated that the share of food in domestic waste is on average almost 56% or around 2.5 kilogrammes
per person per week. Residents consume on average more than 12 kilogrammes of food per person per week
for which they pay €26.
So why are we wasting so much food over this period? There is no simple explanation. Many of the reasons
stem from why food is wasted throughout the year. This includes over purchasing, improper food storage,
poor planning and a lack of understanding of date labelling amongst other factors. However there are some
reasons for food waste that may be unique to Christmas.
Research has shown that much of what we waste relates to the habitual way in which we plan, shop and eat,
meaning that the habits and routines of everyday life shape our food waste behaviours. Christmas is a time
of interruption and disruption of routines, making it a prime candidate for wasting food.
Picture the scene: your whole family are coming round for Christmas dinner. You want to impress and ensure
everyone has their favourite foods and that there is plenty to go around. After a mammoth supermarket
shop, planning and cooking a feast, the meal is a success and a Christmas to remember. But wait, did all
the food get eaten? You were overzealous with the amount of vegetables needed and a collection of sweet
treats that weren’t quite to everyone’s liking remain. These leftovers haunt your fridge and hide in containers
behind various sauces and alcoholic beverages over the next few days. But despite the best intentions, and
due to eating out more often than usual, the food gets thrown away.
Malta christmas guide
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There is a lack of research on why food is wasted at seasonal periods like Christmas.
Catering for others comes with the pressure to ensure that your guests’ expectations
are met if not exceeded. and it’s much more difficult to keep track of food’s
degradation in a fuller fridge. Normal practices of planning out meals and cooking to
portion sizes during a typical working week go out of the window given the change to
schedules that revolve around relaxing and unwinding. Don’t despair However don’t
despair;there are many things you can do to prevent food waste this Christmas.
Firstly planning. At Christmas this becomes even more important to ensure that food
is bought, stored and used at the right time. There is a variety of time saving advice
for being organised and taking the stress out of preparing food for the big day. Two
out of five people worry about under or over cooking their turkey and planning
ahead can help prevent this.
Secondly, taking control and managing the Christmas shopping is absolutely vital to
ensure all the essentials are covered but at the same time you don’t go over board
and shop like you are catering for an army!. Being a savvy shopper means always
taking a list and being wise about deals and promotions especially since food waste
has been linked to shopping behaviours.
Thirdly, staying calm and remembering that you are cooking for your family and not
professional chefs. Food waste due to over compensating and wanting to provide and
impress has been documented. Cooking should be an enjoyable part of Christmas.
Finally, redistribution and using leftovers. Plan for when the famous turkey curry will
be cooked and make sure family and friends take home any excess food. Keep on top
that extra food in the fridge, pay attention to use-by-dates, use your own judgement
of how long items will last where necessary and use the freezer to prolong the life
of food. A number of online portals provide advice on how to handle leftovers as
well as plenty of innovative recipes and resources on how to best use up surplus
Christmas food.
It’s the most wonderful time of the year – and the most wasteful, too. It is vital that
we start adapting to a much needed cultural shift in people’s behaviour in accordance
with the waste hierarchy as a guiding principle. The overarching principle behind
EU and national waste policies is the ‘waste hierarchy’. Waste prevention has the
highest priority in the hierarchy followed by (preparing for) reuse, recycling, other
recovery and disposal as the least desirable option.
Reduction in food waste is an integral and leading part to achieve better results in
waste management. Reducing this waste can result in a wide range of environmental,
economic and social benefits, such as reducing: pollution in water and soil,
greenhouse gas emissions and loss of valuable materials.
This Christmas make it a point not to waste waste, do your bit!

14 malta christmas guide
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travel trends
t0 l00k 0ut f0r in 2019

Y0u’ll find everything fr0m dreamy 0nce-in-a-lifetime destinati0ns t0 scenic
nati0nal parks 0n this list.

W

hen it comes to choosing a vacation, what appeals to one group of travelers might not be of interest to another. And
with so many different destinations across the globe to choose from, narrowing down your options can be challenging.
Taking into consideration sights, culture, food scenes, accommodation options and value for the money, plus reader
and expert insight, this guide lists the best places to visit for the upcoming year ahead. This list features everything
from parks to incredible adventures, to cities bursting at the seams with cultural sights.

LIVIGN0
Over the years Livigno has become a classic snow holiday destination which boasts a long skiing season with top snow conditions
from December all the way through Easter. Skiing is definitely a highlight in this marvelous alpine village however, Livigno has
plenty more in store for everyone. One may enjoy many activities both in winter and in summer and the adventurous ones are
definitely spoilt for choice. Between snow jet bikes, quad bikes, go karts on ice, ice climbing and fat bikes amongst other pursuits
you will surely find the right activity to satisfy your adrenaline rush. There are also many lighter activities to enjoy with your loved
ones including tyre sliding, sledging, horse riding, ice skating, a trip to Aquagranda for some pool fun, cable car rides to the top of
the mountains or the Latteria for some delicious dairy product tasting with a spectacular view of the valley.
Livigno is an all-rounder and no matter your style of holiday we are sure that you will find all that you are looking for in this fun
family holiday.

Disney
Experience the magic at Disneyland Paris this year with a weekend stay or combine it with a visit to the city of love, Paris, for a
longer stay.
Disneyland Paris boasts over 50 attractions spread over 2 different parks with attractions for all ages. Disneyland Park where
fairytales take flight across 5 incredible lands filled with classic attractions, shows and street parades. Rub shoulders with
swashbuckling pirates, zoom through time and space and look on in awe at the unforgettable firework and light displays over
Sleeping Beauty Castle.
Walt Disney Studios Park where you can discover the secrets behind the most magical scenes of Disney film and television at Walt
Disney Studios Park. From legendary moments in motion at Toon Studio to the mind-boggling effects of the Backlot, five production
zones bursting with thrills that drop you and your little stars smack bang in the limelight.
Make the most out of your visit by staying at one of the onsite hotels which are only a couple of minutes away from the parks on
foot. In doing so, you will be able to avail yourselves from lots of advantages including Extra Magic Time which means that you will
be able to visit the parks before they open to the general public, Disney characters encounters in your hotel, free shuttle bus to the
parks should you not wish to walk, access to stunning shows and attractions and much more.
This will be definitely be a holiday that your little ones will never forget.
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cyprus
Cyprus is one of the most versatile destinations in the Mediterranean where you can experience both the mountains and the sea
within very close proximity of each other. From the long promenade of Limassol to Paphos, the famous birthplace of Aphrodite
with its spectacular beach, to the Troodos Mountains region which may be covered in snow during the winter season, Cyprus
certainly has it all.
This gem exhibits a mix of Greek and Turkish cultures with Nicosia being split in the middle, divided between Greek and Turkish
territories making it the last divided capital in the world.
Cyprus is the perfect getaway for a 4 or 5-night break where you can expect to see many heritage sites spread all over the country
and numerous scenic views to feast the eyes.

austria & germany
Austria is very often coupled with its neighbour Germany for a scenic trip with many beautiful typical alpine villages, lakes and
spectacular mountain views. With many renowned places within short proximity of each other such as Salzburg, Zell am See,
Bercthesgaden and the picturesque Hallstatt we are sure that you will enjoy these regions with the least travelling time possible.
During Easter time you can expect to see a change between seasons where in some high mountainous areas you can still enjoy
snowy conditions while in the lower areas you can relish the freshness of spring. In summer it is the perfect destination to get away
from the heat and appreciate the alpine setting in fresh and cooler weather than that of the Mediterranean.

Morocco
With the introduction of direct flights to Casablanca, Morocco has become the new exotic sensation and the grand tour of Morocco
has now moved up in everyone’s bucket list making it the next go-to destination. Morocco makes it difficult to narrow down
the highlights and to choose just a few destinations as the places of interest are endless. A minimum 7-night trip is therefore
recommended either in March or September when the heat would have subsided. It is obviously a must to include the Sahara
Desert, be it by camel ride or by a 4x4 desert tour. It is an experience not to be missed!

Sicily
This short-break destination, with travelling time as quick as a 20-minute plane ride or 90-minute catamaran crossing, Sicily is
very often the winner when planning a quick weekend break. Be it travelling to the east side, landing in Palermo or the west side,
landing in Catania or Pozzallo you are spoilt for choice. With its baroque city centres and Unesco World Heritage Sites. The largest
Mediterranean island guarantees finger-licking agriturismo lunches and scrumptious dinners with the company of the famous
cannoli.
FCM TRAVEL is the official travel partner for the Malta Christmas Guide.
For more information visit www.fcm.com.mt
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The Baby Jesus Demonstration
A WISH BY MALTA’S ONLY SAINT

T

he Child Jesus procession started 89 years ago in 1920/21 and is now held in five other countries besides Malta, where
the M.U.S.E.U.M. society is active: Australia, England, Albania, Kenya and Peru. Throughout the month of December,
M.U.S.E.U.M. society members prepare children to sing carols.

One child or two are taught a sermon to be recited at the end of the demonstration. Banners with Bible sayings about the Child
Jesus and candle torches are carried.
The procession, with Baby Jesus in a manger, starts from the M.U.S.E.U.M. society premises in 66 localities around Malta and Gozo
and ends at a chapel or the parish church before the midnight Eucharistic celebration. Although the first peaceful activity of the
sort took place so long ago, there have been few variations throughout the years.
Children, sometimes dressed as shepherds or angels, gather around the manger to sing accompanied by piano accordions and
violins. Other instruments have been introduced in certain towns and villages and some processions are even accompanied by
wind and brass bands. Poems are sometimes recited or a play may be performed in place of the sermon, but the fulcrum remains
a banner bearing the words ‘Verbum Dei Caro factum est’ – the motto of the M.U.S.E.U.M. society which translates into the words:
the Son of God became man.
The first year it was held in Hamrun, St Ġorġ Preca’s hometown, and there was not much time for preparation after the priest first
expressed his wish to go out into the streets announcing that Baby Jesus was born for us. The Franciscan Conventual Fathers of
Valletta had leant them their statue of Baby Jesus in a manger and the demonstration started at 5pm.
The tunes Ninni la Tibkix Izjed, Adeste Fidelis and more hymns in Latin were sung in the streets while candles and palm and olive
leaves and branches were carried.
Christ’s incarnation had taken place in a cave in Bethlehem and the feast of Christmas, marking this event, was indeed special for
Dun Ġorġ.
Before the demonstration, he used to send a crib or Baby Jesus to every family whose children attended the M.U.S.E.U.M. society
so as to share the Christmas spirit with them. He also used to build a large crib at his house and eventually started to display a Baby
Jesus opposite the St Gaetan church in Hamrun.
20 malta christmas guide

The procession soon started to be performed in several towns and villages in Malta and eventually in Gozo in the 1940s. It also
started to be held in places abroad where there are Maltese communities or priests. In Australia, for instance, it started to be held
in 1956 when Dun Ġorġ was still alive.
In 1983, the procession spread to Kenya, the UK, Albania and Peru. The M.U.S.E.U.M. society opened up in Poland and in Cuba.
Dun Ġorġ used to preach that their task was to deliver Jesus to the people. It is believed that St. Ġorġ might have anticipated the UK
movement in the sixties with the slogan ‘Bring Christ back into Christmas’, because the occasion was already becoming somewhat
pagan. For some time during the 1920s, it had become customary for the M.U.S.E.U.M. society to hold the Baby Jesus procession
on the 25th of every month, but this was discontinued after some time as it was becoming impractical, especially when the day
coincided with Good Friday.
Yet the annual Christmas Eve procession did not die out and a national event of the sort has been held on 23 December in Valletta
for 30 years. M.U.S.E.U.M. society members, parents, passers-by and tourists walk the city’s main roads from City Gate to St
George’s Square and at times through Castille Place, Merchants Street and Republic Street, depending on the most accessible route
at the time.
A similar activity, on a much smaller scale, is also held at St Vincent de Paul Residence for the Elderly. The procession serves
as a reminder of the relevance of Christmas for the elderly people who remember the first processions, but even for former
society members who have not missed a procession since their childhood years and others who participate in the procession while
accompanying their children. Some towns and villages, like Zurrieq, Zebbug and Siggiewi, have as many as 400 children attending
regularly for lessons in Christian formation – each awaiting the annual token, thus making this night much anticipated year after
another.
The adult M.U.S.E.U.M. society members also meditate on the School of Bethlehem book by St Ġorġ Preca for nine days before
Christmas. The book is in fact about Baby Jesus and what could be learnt from Him. They also hold adoration sessions preparing
themselves for the feast.
The Baby Jesus procession was the main religious Christmas Eve celebration before the sixties, when back then the traditional
midnight Mass started gaining its popularity.
Worthy to note is the fact that the postal authorities issued special stamp editions featuring the demonstration in 1970 – its fiftieth
anniversary, and in 1981 and 1995.
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www.theconvenienceshop.com

Delicious Cakes

at your Convenience
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SUPPLIERS AND FABRICATORS OF ACRYLIC AND QUARTZ KITCHEN TOP COUNTERS
PAINI KITCHEN MIXERS - STAINLESS STEEL SINKS - POWER PORT POP UP PLUGS
SHOWER TRAYS AND VANITY UNITS
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CHRISTMAS PRESENCE:
(UN)WRAPPING SOCIAL CONSTRUCTS
Christmas is one of those social rituals that, with its symbols and practices, forges
and maintains social bonds between us, as well as with past and future generations.
In other words, a legacy that gives sense of belonging.
24 malta christmas guide

W

e might be feeling the so-called Christmas-spirit, complain that we do not feel it yet, or cringe at the
idea of having to partake in (sometimes whitewashing) celebrations and gift exchange rituals.

Irrespective of the case, the simple fact that we ponder such possibilities testifies to social constructs of
what is typically ‘expected’ from the ‘normal’ person to feel and do at such time of year.
Christmas brings with it a plethora of possible ways to celebrate and experience the festive seasons.
From religious ceremonies originating in different Faiths, to shopping, voluntary and charity work, (over)
indulging in culinary delicacies, decorative sprees, making money, travelling, attending traditional reunions,
indulging in unorthodox partying and beyond.
Indeed there are many ways to experience Christmas, which may also intersect, as well as contradict one
another. Case in point when the family turkey roast detoxes the open bar-induced hangover that might
have followed midnight mass in a mistletoe-decorated church.
Yet even when contradictory, as we engage with festive social constructs we would be considering whether
to reconcile personal situations and proclivities to social expectations and how.
Lack of reconciliation may be intentional: an act of resistance stemming from deviance of some sort and
scale.
For instance, last year, the global network Black Lives Matter punned the notion of ‘White Christmas’ through
their public appeal to “Make it a Black Christmas” by boycotting shopping from white-owned businesses
between Christmas Eve and New Year’s Day.
It also encouraged ‘#CurbYourConsumerism’ and ‘If you must buy, #BuyBlack’. The initiative was complemented
with a mobile app capable of real-time location map directing to ‘black-owned’ businesses. Consequently,
giving some systematic social exclusion medicine back to institutionalized racism.
Nonetheless, reconciling the personal with the social may often be a struggle over which some have less
control. Domestic violence, many times silenced by social constructs, is the “world of dread and fear” that
is not outside one’s window, and which Christmas decorations and get-togethers may be smoke screening.
Along with the alarming estimated one-third of the 9,000 callers to local Support line 179 who are people
who need someone to listen.
In sum, social constructs are as arbitrary as the choice of colour of the text you’re reading, and just as
strategically deployed too.
That said, what we have internalized by living in society may be retained as well as resisted.
Surely, it can be questioned.
In so doing, new contradictions may arise, but it is only thus that we can actively engage with social constructs.
It is only thus that we come into presence.
Dr Maria Brown is a sociologist and visiting senior lecturer at the University of Malta
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BOOK
YOUR EVENT
Party like a rockstar!
For more information please contact sales@hardrockcafe.com.mt or 21380983.
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RAVIOLI CHESTNUT & SAUSAGE
RAVIOLI PUMPKIN & SAUSAGE
RAVIOLI WILD BOAR

RAVIOLI VENISON
HOME MADE TORTELLACCI
OVEN READY DISHES

FRESH LASAGNA SHEETS

m0ney
saving tips

f0r christmas
ACT NOW TO SLASH COSTS

T

he countdown for Christmas has begun and the days to-come might be a financial struggle if planning is unheeded. Sadly,
Christmas isn’t jolly for all, many complain of being skint during the last days of the Christmas festivities and in January,
so avoid this by following our sackful of tips.

In this article we’re cover everything from budgeting for the big day to how to get cheap fancy perfume. Don’t plan the perfect
Christmas - first work out what you can afford. Before you start planning, consider this: many list every lusted-for item, gifts for all,
and a corking meal, then only afterwards consider: “How will I pay for it?” That’s a recipe for ending up broke. Instead, calculate
your budget and ask: “What can I afford to spend on Christmas?” Christmas is one day – don’t ruin the whole of the next year for it.

AGREE WITH FRIENDS TO BAN UNNECESSARY CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Consider not giving this Christmas. We’re not talking about gifts from parents or grandparents, but the ever-widening glut of
friends, extended family and colleagues.
Christmas isn’t a retail festival – we need to end obliged giving and think about what we’re giving, to whom and why.
If you’re yelling over your wrapping paper “what about the joy of giving?”, remember gift-giving creates an obligation on recipients
to give back, whether they can afford it or not. For some, the gift of “not obliging you to buy for me” is actually better. You could
always agree to a Secret Santa or E5 to E10 cap on gifts.

HAVEN’T USED IT SINCE LAST CHRISTMAS? FLOG IT
If few quid more in the Christmas fund would really help, act now. Flogging out via eBay’s a good way to start. Facebook has been
snapping at eBay’s heels as the place to flog unwanted stuff too. The best bit is sales are often instant and there are no fees, so
you keep the profit. If you prefer speed and ease rather than max price, several sites let you enter details, they offer a price, and
you post goods free.

BUY A CHEAP TURKEY – AND DON’T FORGET TO DOWNSHIFT
With an “It’s Christmas! We need the best!” battle cry, everyone raids the supermarket shelves. Yet don’t assume you’ll prefer
higher-brand goods.
To test this, a recent British television show held a blind taste-test party for nurses at a hospital. They preferred the lower-brand
goods or couldn’t tell the difference 62% of the time. So, don’t be a retail snob. Taste with your tongue, not by looking at the
packaging. And buy what’s right for you, not the shop.

REMEMBER, KIDS AREN’T RETAIL SNOBS
Young children don’t value your gift based on price – they often seem more interested playing with the wrapping. So don’t
shell out big bucks unnecessarily. Children’s innocents scrap away all the glare of high-end brands, they are up for fun filling
entertaining games.
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GET FANCY PERFUMES FOR A BASIC PRICE
Forget department stores. A whole bunch of specialist online sellers offer perfume for a fraction of the high street price. Better
still, buy the even cheaper unboxed bottles, then get a pretty box and wrapping for a couple of quid.

BE WARY WHEN BUYING GIFT CARDS
If you’re considering giving gift cards or vouchers there are four key things you should be aware of:
· Gift cards have expiry dates – Most gift cards must be redeemed within a certain period of time, so the recipient needs to spend
them before time runs out.
· Beware of admin fees – Some companies will begin reducing your balance if you don’t use the card within a certain timeframe.
· They could forget or lose them – Often people forget to use them, lose them or accidentally run them through the wash.
Taking into account the above points, we think giving cash is a much better alternative to gift cards.

FIND THE CHEAPEST PLACE TO BUY GIFTS IN SECONDS
The web usually beats the high street on price. To help, comparison sites search the net to find the cheapest gifts. We found
Google Shopping is the most consistent at finding the cheapest price. Google Shopping searches a wide range of retailers,
including biggies such as Amazon, Sports Direct, and Asos.

FIND HIDDEN ONLINE BARGAINS
Many drive for long time in traffic to snap up end-of-line bargains. Yet now, lots of popular brands have their online outlet stores
and somehow their prices seem to be cheaper than in store prices. Bidding sites such as EBay also offers a range of goods that
are being sold at reasonable prices, often specify items under the “Buy it Now” section. As this means fewer bids, there are
bargains to be had. You can usually find them on eBay or via special websites.

CHAT TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS FOR FREE VIA THE WEB
Christmas is often a time for family and friends but if yours are a long way away, save on the phone costs with free alternatives
and talk for free anywhere in the world over the web. Most smartphones also let you download apps to do this via Wi-Fi, 3G or
4G. Yet for web to phone, don’t believe the Skype hype. The best way to go about this depends on your circumstances.

MAKE A LIST – AND CHECK IT TWICE
Christmas shopping on impulse is dangerous. So make an old-fashioned shopping list and stick to it. Remember, shops spend a
fortune on targeting your spending impulses – a list helps you beat them. Even if you’re shopping at the best retail outlets on
the island, remember to benchmark the price.

SECRET SANTA CAN KEEP COSTS DOWN
Why not follow the old tradition of Secret Santa? This is where a group of work colleagues, friends, or even a school class, set a
budget and secretly draw names for who needs to buy for whom. This way you need only buy one present for the group, rather
than for many.

DON’T THINK ‘NO RECEIPT’ MEANS ‘NO RETURN’
With faulty goods, you just need to prove you purchased them. This could be the receipt, but other legit records such as bank
statements should be fine. If you’ve no legal right but are just utilising a store’s returns policy, and the policy requires a receipt,
you do need one.

ORDER IN ADVANCE TO NAB CHEAP STOCKING FILLERS FROM CHINA
It might be to late in the day by now, but it’s good to know that Ddiscount stores make a killing by buying items from China at
rock-bottom prices and flogging them here. So why not cut out the middleman? Giant online marketplaces such as AliExpress let
individual traders from East Asia sell direct to UK buyers. Delivery can take six weeks, so it’s worth planning ahead.
Yet you’ll need to keep your wits about you to avoid unexpected customs charges and shoddy goods.
Budgeting is all about planning. Planning your festive season this year might save you a whole lot of cash to make it through in
a positive and exciting way through the lame month of January. A holiday in January or quick short break to beautiful island of
Gozo might break the gloom of January and start the year with a twist.
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Hampers
2018

anywhere
FREE toin Malta
&

Delivery Gozo

ORDER ONLINE AT:

PAOLA

Antonio Piscopo
Wines & Spirits
117, Triq Haz-Zabbar, Paola
Tel: 2169 7074
PISCOPO-HAMPERS-2018 Christmas Guide Magazine – 270mm H x 210mm W.indd 1

www.piscopo.com.mt

ST. PAUL’S BAY

Piscopo’s
Cash and Carry
Triq l-Erba’ Mwiezeb, St Paul’s Bay
Tel: 2157 0375

Opening hours for December are as follows:
Monday to Saturday: Sundays & Public Holidays:
8.00 am to 7.00 pm 8.00 am - 1.00 pm

Email: sales@piscopo.com.mt
09/11/2018 10:40

MALTESE ARTISAN

CHRISTMAS

FAIR

St. George’s Square, Valletta
19th-21st December 2018

9.00am - 5.00pm

Original Crafts Products:
Filigree, Textile works, Paintings, Beading, Woodworks, Ceramics, Costume jewellery,
Agricultural products and much more

Organised by the Commerce Department, within the
Ministry for the Economy, Investment
and Small Businesses
MINISTRY FOR THE ECONOMY,
INVESTMENT AND SMALL BUSINESSES

loneliness a scrouge
PROF. ANDREW AZZOPARDI
DEAN, FACULTY FOR SOCIAL WELLBEING

H

uman beings are wired to live together. We have managed to develop civilisations because we
understood that the sum of the individual member’s makes it more possible to survive. In other
words, synergy breeds success.

However, there are life situations that might affect badly the life of an individual and might lead to uninvited
loneliness and strong feelings of sadness and solitude. These are some stories you might have come across;
A middle-aged man who has a professional career to be proud of, excellent University qualifications, loads
of work experience and who through no fault of his own tried to stand up to his rights at his place of work.
That is when all hell broke loose. This person, for a number of years nursed a depression arriving at the point
of losing everything, his family, his friends and his sanity. The end result of all that he went through was
‘loneliness’ that descended on him like a thick dark veil.
A man of pensionable age who got caught into this feeling of solitude and a profound sense of isolation. This
man who should have been more focused on seeing through his career aspirations ended up on the verge of
letting go of everything, even his own life, because ‘solitude’ caught up with him. This man, after the passing
away of his wife, was left with nothing to go on. He felt deflated, unhappy and abandoned.
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... but there is hope.

A young woman, who after experiencing for all of his young life the constant quarrelling of her parents and
the vice they got themselves into, collapsed like a house of cards in her teens. She and her siblings had to find
a way around this unpleasantness that developed and this sadness she couldn’t get away from. She ended up
feeling terribly alone and cut off and the ‘text book’ drug addiction situation got hold of her.
A young woman who lost one of her parents when still at a very young age. Not knowing how to grief she was
left with nothing to do but stay at home for three whole years trying to figure out how her life will pan out
now that her mum was gone. This left her bruised and damaged. She was trapped in this bubble of aloneness
she didn’t seem to be able to get away from. She is still struggling with these issues.
Notwithstanding that social media, networking, easy access to travel and communication tools that are
increasingly accessible, there are a number of situations that perpetuate loneliness.
The dangers of loneliness can happen for so many reasons; a mental health condition like depression can
develop feelings of isolation, a particular situation in life like separation or a breakdown in relationships, the
impact of transitions for young people, older people who end up isolated maybe because they are placed in
institutions and work pressures that make the situation untenable for the individual.
However, there is hope and there is help.
Caritas Malta is in the forefront of supporting people as is 179. But the biggest help will come from the
community, from neighbours, from members of the family who should be at the forefront and the first port
of call in such circumstances.
The Faculty for Social Wellbeing I lead is committed to this cause through awareness raising, production of
audio-visuals and research. It is the time when all interested stakeholders sit around a table and start taking
the right decisions.
Prof. Andrew Azzopardi is an Associate Professor at the University of Malta. His lecturing & research focus
on inclusive education, sociology, critical pedagogy, disability politics, youth & community studies.
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DEBUNKING
MYTHS
about plastic & cosmetic surgery

F

or years, people have judged plastic surgery as a frivolous practice. In truth, plastic surgery is a lot like other medical
specialties with highly trained surgeons who perform vital, life-changing procedures. With so many misconceptions
floating around, it’s important to know the truth.

Our editor caught up with the medical team at ClinicaJoia, cosmetic medical and surgical clinic, to get the lowdown on facial plastic
surgery and cosmetic procedures. There are many misconceptions on this subject. Dr Demetris Stavrou, Plastic and Reconstructive
Surgeon, points out straightaway that such cosmetic treatments should not change one’s facial features. Rhytidectomy (a.k.a “Face
lift”), is popular procedure mainly amongst the older generation. The surgery aims to tighten the facial skin in order to achieve
a more youthful appearance. Dr Stavrou insists that this is a surgery which requires an eye for detail and that results of a facelift
should last for a good ten years. “During rejuvenation consultations the client often reminisces about “bygone” times when the
face was tauter, more plum and smoother. “I always encourage prospective patients to bring with them a photograph of when they
were younger in order for one to understand better what they are expecting in terms of results.”
“Start with the part of your face that most concerns you. When you look in the mirror, what is the first area that you always notice
and would like to improve? Is it the Jawline? Naso-labial folds? Excess upper eyelid skin? Puffy under eye area? Droopy brow? Sun
damaged skin? Let this be your guide and try not to let anyone talk you into starting elsewhere.”
With Rhinoplasty; a.k.a “nose job”, in many cases the correction is not just for appearance’s sake but also for functionality and
for the psychological wellbeing of the client. Dr Stavrou insists that such a procedure comes with causes minimal discomfort
afterwards. Likewise with eye lid surgery. Brow Lifting and Upper or lower blepharoplasty, namely the removal of excess eye lid
skin, may correct the sensation of heaviness and tiredness caused by the weight of sagging skin. As a result, the whole eye is
reshaped and rejuvenated. Mr Stavrou affirms “eye lid surgery is popular amongst men and women alike, since the improvement
in one’s looks is drastic, it shaves years off with minimal downtime.”
Considering that facial surgery is a leap that not everyone is willing to take, nowadays one can also start experimenting with
temporary remedies such as dermal fillers for volume loss and botulinum toxin for expression lines. Dr David Grech, cosmetic
physician explains that the correct administration of such treatments can achieve a pleasant youthful result in no time. Dr Grech
states, “Usually used to treat facial expression lines (as opposed to aging wrinkles), botulinum toxin excels at removing vertical
frown lines between the eyebrows, ‘crow’s feet’ wrinkles at corners of the eyes and the corners of the mouth and neck.
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Dermal fillers, meanwhile are naturally occurring substances which are injected into or under the skin to correct wrinkles and folds
and to volumise and contour areas of the face such as sunken cheeks and lips.” All treatments are conducted under the cover of
topical or local anaesthetic of course.
Peels and fractional laser skin resurfacing may also be used to improve skin quality to reverse sundamage, including solar
pigmentation, and environmental pollution and smoking-related damage. The fractional laser uses a surgical light beam to drill
minute holes into the skin. Healthy skin then grows back so that the new skin is smoother. The heat from the laser beam also
stimulates the skin to produce new collagen so the skin is also more elastic and looks tighter and younger. This laser will reduce or
eliminate wrinkles and scar, including acne scars.
Increasingly the cosmetic sector is witnessing the growth in popularity of regenerative medicine, namely the use of one’s own
body tissues to heal and improve the skin and looks. Carla Agius, cosmetic nurse at ClinicaJoia explains that the combination of two
cutting-edge treatments, Dermapen Micro-Needling and dermal infusion using your own enriched Plasma, is getting impressive
results. “Vampire Facial” hype apart, clinical studies have proven the procedure promotes extra collagen and elastin production
helps facial skin look youthfully smoother and stronger.
Taking care of one’s skin on a day to day basis is finally quinof utmost importance since many surgical treatments such as facelifting
treat the sagging of the skin and not its quality. Dr Stavrou explains, “Working as a plastic surgeon in different countries has shown
me sun damage is still under estimated in sunny Mediterranean countries resulting in hyperpigmentation and loss of elasticity of
the skin. When this happens, treatments to reverse such damage tend of necessity to be more invasive with a longer downtime.
So as the adage always goes, prevention is better than cure.”

Clinica Jóia’s mission is to combine experience and top quality treatments together with state of the art equipment in order
to provide excellence; all this in the most professional way possible. The clinic offers a fusion of aesthetic, surgical and dedical
treatments all under one roof in the heart of Sliema.
Please make contact with one of our specialists on www.clinicajoia.com or +356 79317641 or +356 21317641
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THE SCIENCE
OF BEAUTY

How make up affects attraction
Sharon Warrington gives her thoughts, tips and insights about the art of being beautiful.

A

Applying makeup is referred to as a type of body decoration in which some consider the “most important of arts” in
different societies. One should know that facial attractiveness plays off of sex differences in facial appearance. The more
feminine a woman looks, the more attractive she is said to be.

The difference between male and female pigmentation is a contributing factor in how women appear more attractive. In general,
women have lighter colored skin than men. It is key to be mindful of the contrast of makeup to the skin for women. The contrast
of a woman’s eyes and lips to her face creates a perception she is more attractive, as long as the intensity of the contrast is strong.
It has been found that males approve of prominent cheekbones, large eyes, smooth skin, and small noses. Although a person
cannot (at least naturally) change their facial features, one can enhance them through various techniques, which involve makeup.
We, as a society, are attracted to and aspire to look beautiful.
And that is where makeup helps us out to a large extent. You can attract, and be noticed by, people just by applying your makeup
expertly to show off your features to their best advantage. That’s the advantage of using natural makeup.
While that is the scientific explanation to how we benefit from makeup, there are also some other interesting and not-so-obvious
benefits to be gained from makeup.
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BENEFITS OF FLAWLESS MAKEUP
Makeup helps you look healthy and full of life. It also gives a natural glow to the skin which can be obtained by adding shimmery
products to it.
Sometimes when not applying makeup the skin can look dull and a person may also look sick. This is because makeup helps add
colour and life to our appearance.
A little kajal is all it takes to take your eyes from dull to dramatic.
Makeup helps create a favorable first impression. Research says that when you meet a new person, your first impression of them
is made even before you speak to them.
This means that your first impression of a stranger is based solely on their appearance and body language. So makeup can help
you to make a good impression on that job interview or can even help you out when you are meeting with potential clients.
Makeup helps boost your confidence. You can hide your flaws, cover up any shortcomings and create an illusion of flawless beauty.
From covering dark circles to contouring your face for more definition, makeup can do wonders.
And when you look your best, you feel confident and as if you take on the world. And if makeup helps you build such a positive
outlook on life, then that is a major benefit.
Applying make up doesn’t always mean doing a full make up look. Sometimes just by correcting the under eyes and covering up
any breakouts by using colour correcting products can be enough. This helps to even out the colour of the skin and make it look
more complete.
The biggest concern of most people is that by applying makeup every day, this may in the long term damage the skin. If applying
makeup every day, mineral makeup is the one for you. Of course the first and biggest advantage of using mineral makeup is that
your skin is going to benefit from it. Unlike traditional, chemical laden makeup that tend to clog pores and cause skin damage,
natural makeup usually contains ingredients that help to nourish and protect the skin. Therefore, regular use of natural makeup
can actually lead to better skin tone, texture and even less breakouts. Another great advantage of using natural makeup is that
you can save money. A little goes a long way when it comes to natural or mineral makeup. You only need small quantities to last
you for a long time.
Makeup isn’t there to completely change the way we look and completely change our facial features. By applying it correctly it
helps to enhance the features and beauty of the face.
Studies have shown that makeup-wearing women were approached by considerably more men at a bar than ladies wearing little
to no cosmetics.
All in all, it’s more important to feel comfortable, no matter what studies say. If you feel great with no makeup, continue on! If a
fully beat face is what makes you feel like a million bucks, go for it. A little blush or mascara to enhance your natural beauty are
always good options as well.
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HOW TO

EAT, DRINK & BE MERRY
without the January hangover
The whole month of December can be awful to stick to your diet.

F

irst off, there’s the plethora of parties that are going on as well the cookie exchanges and the office luncheon. Then there
are gift baskets full of food everywhere, there are chocolates sitting in the office kitchen, bowls of peppermint bark and
peppermint hot chocolates beckoning, and not to mention appreciation dinners and luncheons.

Couple that with cold weather and craving warm comfort food and you’ve got a recipe for a binge.
Christmas parties, particularly the Maltese Christmas day extravaganza come in at around the 6000 calorie mark. That’s 3500-4000
calories more than we need, and more than enough to add a few kilograms of fat to the not-so-secret stash.
I’m not advocating that anyone should attempt to calorie count over Christmas, or forbid any festive foods. But a bit of smart damage limitation, that won’t spoil the festive feeling or fun, may make your self-talk a bit sweeter when you first step on the scales
in January.
Before you start your holidays, write down why having a good looking body and eating clean food is important to you and what you
have achieved by making better choices so far.
Are you ready to take your fitness levels back by months just because you decide to bindge eat and bindge drink, just because
someone told you “It’s OK to do so, because it’s the holidays”?
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Here’s a list about Why Feeling Great by Staying in Shape, is important to you especially before going out to eat or party during this
time of year.
1. Plan on when you are going to stop and which food you don’t like that much and hence can completely avoid.
— Let’s face it, it’s hard to like all the food you find, so opt for just the food you really like and avoid the rest, this will save you from
a lot of empty calories which cause nothing but weight gain, most of which water retention & body fat which differ from that nice
muscle tone of course!
2. Avoid staying hungry; eat preferably just before you leave for that social event. This way, even though you would still enjoy your
time, whilst tasting some delicious food, you would not feel the need to eat a lot before you are satisfied!
... Actually, you can just hand-pick what you want, as you were already ‘quite full’ before when you arrived. Wouldn’t that feel
better?
3. Sip on water during the day. Water is another agent of ‘Satiety’, this means that water will make you feel fuller. Doesn’t feeling
full make you avoid any excess food and drinks? Water is also perfect in-between food and drinks. It will help you to ‘pass’ on the
selection of food that you do not want to eat.
Do you like Sparkling Water? It has been found that this might help you stay fuller for longer. Decaff coffee can also help out as it
apparently helps you fill-up even more than ‘regular’ coffee.
4. Be prepared to be assertive and say ‘NO’, when you know that your body doesn’t need any more food.
Yes, there is a probability that some people might get offended, but remember; who’s reality is it? Who would be the one damaging
his/her fitness goals and appearance if you keep on eating and drinking? Who will be waking-up with a bad stomach or have a
rough night because of lack of assertiveness? Who would feel guilty about not being strong enough to say no?
Make the best choices for yourself. Nobody cares about you as much as you do, and it is only you who can live your own body.
5. Don’t be afraid to fail - Just because you have planned to have 3 alcoholic drinks and instead you had 4, does not mean that the
world is over!
… It also does not mean that now that you have broken your ‘own rules’, you can go ahead and keep on breaking them, because
“all is lost”.
Instead, compensate by intensifying your exercise on your next training day. This does not mean that you have to exercise longer,
but that it would be better to exercise harder, with more intensity, using the same amount of time.
Last but not least...
6. Enjoy it! - Holidays come and go really fast...Make sure not to look back at them, with regret … Instead, you should look back at
how positive this period has been for you. You didn’t just manage to enjoy yourself, but thanks to your smarter choices, you have
been able to maintain your current fitness levels and possibly even your weight.
You are now fully prepared and determined to get closer and closer to your goals! Most probably you have also inspired a few of
the people close to you, that they too can control what and how much they eat & drink and to exercise regularly whilst really enjoy
this magical holiday time.
The Best to achieve fantastic fitness & fat loss a result is to reach-out to a qualified coach who can guide you along the way.
Exercising in a group ambience has also been proven several times that it helps to stay motivated, encouraged and positive about
your journey. Knowing that you are not alone and that others who are bigger, older and less fit than you, can do it…. So can’t you
too?
Let me know If I can help you in any way.
Matthaeus Grasso is a young & experienced highly-determined qualified professional in the field of health & fitness and Sport.
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PROJECT PART-FINANCED BY THE EUROPEAN UNION

COLLECTION OF

ORGANIC WASTE

EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY

Freephone 8007 2200
www.wasteservmalta.com
Operational Programme l – European Structural and Investment Funds 2014 – 2020
“Fostering a competitive and sustainable economy to meet our challenges”
Project part-financed by the Cohesion Fund
Co-financing rate: 85% European Union; 15% National Funds

SUPER HEALTHY
CHRISTMAS BREAKFAST
INGREDIENTS
Almonds, pine nuts, blueberries, banana,
almond milk, oats, yogurt, carob syrup,
honey

Soak your oats in almond milk and
water. Leave it overnight. The next day
transfer to blender, add banana and
blend until smooth. (You may need to
add some water).
Heat the banana soaked oats and add
some yogurt when warm.
Crush your almonds and pine nuts. Cut
some more banana and blueberries.
Mix all these together with honey and
carob syrup.
Put on top of your oats. Enjoy!
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LIGHT CHRISTMAS
BRUNCH

Smoked Salmon and Egg with
SOUS-VIDE Artichoke Hearts
INGREDIENTS
Smoked salmon, artichoke hearts, fresh dill,
egg, cherry tomatoes, shallot, carrot, oil,
pumpkin seed, seasoning

Poach your egg until hard, cook your
quartered artichoke hearts sous-vide (under
vacuum, 82.2°C, 2 hours) with dill, oil and
seasoning.
Season the cherry tomatoes and mix in the
pumpkin seeds. Put in oven for 30 mins on
40°C.
Sauté the shallot until translucent, add
shredded carrot and 1 of the cooked artichoke
hearts. Blend together with some oil.
Plate the blended artichoke heart and onion
paste, add the cooked quartered artichoke
hearts, cherry tomatoes and pumpkin seed.
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Garnish with Fresh Dill and carrot shreds.

FAST CHRISTMAS

HASSEL BACK POTATOES
INGREDIENTS
Small potatoes, leeks, pancetta, chicken
stock, salt, pepper, oil, bread crumbs
Slice your potatoes multiple times without
going all the way through. In a small bowl
put chicken stock, pancetta, salt and pepper
together with oil and mix well.
Drizzle the mixture over the potatoes and
make sure the potatoes are well coated.
You can add any type of flavors you want to
add like nuts and cheese. Make sure to cook
the potatoes half way before adding any
ingredients that can burn.
Place in a dish with parchment paper and
cook for 45 mins in a 180°C oven. Ten minutes
before they are ready sprinkle the bread
crumbs on top of the potatoes. Garnish with
chopped leeks.

FESTIVE SOUP

USING ORGANIC VEGETABLES
INGREDIENTS
Multiple organic vegetables, vegetable stock, lentils,
tomato paste, banana leaves, seasoning, Kale to garnish
Soak the lentils overnight. Divide your organic vegetables
by separating the hard vegetables and soft vegetables.
Sauté the hard vegetables along with the lentils and add
some tomato paste. Add the veg stock to your base and let
it boil. Once it boils allow it to simmer for 30 mins. Add the
soft veggies like mushrooms and delicate herbs at the end
of the cooking time.
To plate put the banana leaves inside your serving bowl,
add the soup and garnish with kale to create a superb
flavours and colours!
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HOLY BREAD
PEANUT BREAD
INGREDIENTS
Half a packet “00” flour, 1 packet baker’s
yeast, 50 grams sugar, 1 teaspoon salt, 200ml
Almond Milk, 65ml peanut oil, 50 ml water,
egg, 200 grams peanuts
Heat oven to 80°C
Make a paste from 1 tablespoon flour, small
glass water and same size glass of milk. Set
aside to chill.
Whisk egg, the remainder of the milk and
peanut oil.
In another bowel take half of your peanuts and
crush them until fine. Sieve the flour, add yeast,
sugar and salt.
Mix the flour paste into the egg liquid and
add it to the flour mixture. Do not over knead.
Once the ingredients amalgamate cover with
wet cloth, switch oven off and put it inside until
double in size.
Once proofed, take it out and heat oven to 175°.
Transfer your dough to a grease proof lined dish,
brush with egg wash and add the remainder of
your peanuts on top (coarse crushed). While
oven heat brush your dough with Bake for 5060 minutes.

Chef Dario operates Malta Mobile Chef
which specializes in the setting up of “PopUp Cooking Stations” at private homes,
public events and local TV. He launched his
mobile Fresh Pasta concept cooked inside
Giant Cheese Wheels at the Mdina Food
Festival 2017 and have been on the roads
of Malta delivering authentic Italian pasta
in people’s homes, corporate offices and
public events.
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Maltese
Crafts
A MALTESE TREASURE
Crafts are part of the Maltese heritage and during the past years there was a revival of
Maltese crafts: and one can notice that there was an increase of activities related to
crafts across the island. Particularly active in this sense are the Malta Crafts Council and
the Commerce Department, within the Ministry for the Economy Investment and Small
Businesses, which are specifically committed to promote Maltese Crafts and organise
events where the Maltese crafts persons and their products can be promoted. This is done
through the various activities which the Department organises throughout the year.

ACTIVITIES IN FAVOUR OF CRAFTS
The Maltese crafts fairs, organised by the Commerce Department, together with the Malta Tourism Authority, have become a
regular appointment in the calendar with a number of fairs held throughout the year in Valletta and other popular places such as
Bugibba and Sliema. The primary aim of such fairs is to offer a selling space to those crafts persons who do not have sale outlets
to sell their products. Extremely popular is the annual Christmas Fair which this year will be organised from the 19th till the 21st
December in St. George’s Square in Valletta. The visitors can view a vast array of crafts such as filigree, woodworks, costume
jewellery and textile works amongst others. The Commerce Department also coordinates the participation of crafts persons in
events organised by other entities such as Local Councils or NGOs.
Another popular initiative being organised by the Commerce Department is the Premju Ġieħ l-Artiġjanat Malti which every year
recognises those crafts products which were innovative and creative as well as those initiatives which promoted crafts or which
increased inclusiveness and integrations through crafts. An award for those crafts persons who had a distinguished career in crafts
is also given.
The Commerce Department also assists in the organisation of a number of exhibitions of crafts products hosted by the Ministry
for the Economy, Investment and Small Businesses These exhibitions are held in the Ministry’s internal yard which provides the
perfect setting for such events.
An exhibitions by students of the Maria Regina Learning Support Centre is being held throughout December.
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CERTIFICATION AND CRAFTS PORTAL
Since its creation in 2001, the Malta Crafts Council has always been committed to create and maintain a
certification system which proves that the products sold by a registered crafts persons are genuine.
These certificates proved popular with crafts persons who could attach them to the products they sell.
These certificate have now been streamlined and modernised to benefit from the digital agenda. A mobile
application dedicated to Maltese Crafts has also been created. The certificates now have Quick Response (QR)
codes which could be scanned by the Mobile Application. Once the QR code has been scanned the user will be
directed to the profile page of the artisan includes address, photos of products and even the local map.
In the coming weeks the commerce Department will also launch a certification system for shops which sell
genuine Crafts Products. The certificate will be in 4 main languages. This will be complimented by a new crafts
portal aimed to provide:
• Updated information on craft related -activities organized for Crafts from the Commerce Department and
other entities
• Media Gallery photographs and audio visual representations of activities organized with a view to benefit the
craft sector
• Archive of publications on Craft
• List of publications about the Maltese Crafts located in the Department of Commerce Library;
• A virtual directory of craftspersons, where one can look for a particular craftsperson or artisan sector. Each
registered craftsperson has a small page with contact details and a number of photos of his or her products.

For more information one can contact the Small Business and crafts unit at the Commerce Department on
25690329 or email us on maltacrafts@gov.mt and follow us on Facebook www.facebook.com/maltacrafts.
www.maltacrafts.gov.mt

L-Artiġjan li ħoloq dan il-prodott
huwa reġistrat mal-Kunsill Malti
għall-Artiġjanat
The manufacturer of this product
is registered with the Malta
Crafts Council

Scan the QR Code with the Malta
Crafts Mobile Application for more
information on the crafts person

L-Artiġjan li ħoloq dan il-prodott
huwa reġistrat mal-Kunsill Malti
għall-Artiġjanat
The manufacturer of this product
is registered with the Malta
Crafts Council
Tel: +356 25690329 email: maltacrafts@gov.mt

Scan the QR Code with the Malta
Crafts Mobile Application for more
information on the crafts person
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T: +356 21 424 600/1

www.dicalhouse.com

10% OFF

showing this coupon to the Shop
offer valid until 31st December 2018

10%

Antonio Piscopo Wines & Spirits
117, Triq Haz-Zabbar, Paola
Tel: 2169 7074 | sales@piscopo.com.mt
Piscopo’s Cash and Carry
Triq l-Erba’ Mwiezeb, St Paul’s Bay
Tel: 2157 0375 | sales@piscopo.com.mt

OFF
on your final bill
upon presentation
of this advert*
*Terms & Conditions apply.

ORDER ONLINE AT:

PISCOPO-HAMPERS-2018 Voucher – 210mm H x 50mm W.indd 1

www.piscopo.com.mt

Opening hours for December:
Monday to Saturday: 8:00 till 19:00
Sundays & Public Holidays: 8:00 till 13:00

14/11/2018 11:1

25%OFF VOUCHER
on all items

*not in conjunction with any other offer/ T&C’s apply

Untitled-1 1

22/11/2018 19:04
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20% OFF
OFFER AVAILABLE PER PERSON

Buy one cocktail and get
the second one for free!
Redeemable in Hard Rock Bay Street or Waterfront.
Not redeemable with any other offer. T&Cs Apply.
Available until the 28th February 2019.
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A single point of contact

#InstaBusiness

for Startups & Businesses

BUSINESS 1ST IS OFFERING A ONE-STOP-SHOP SERVICE FROM ITS OFFICES IN
ĊENTRU JOSEPH GRECH, 2ND FLOOR COBALT HOUSE, NOTABILE ROAD MRIEĦEL
- OPPOSITE THE AQUADUCTS -

Request guidance by calling 144
BUSINESS 1ST CLIENT CONTACT HOURS
Monday, Tuesday & Thursday
Wednesdays
Fridays

0800hrs to 1600hrs
0800hrs to 1900hrs
0800hrs to 1300hrs

www.businessﬁrst.com.mt
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COMMISSIONER FOR SIMPLIFICATION
OFFICE OF THE PRIME MINISTER

Style

LIKE NO
OTHER

- KITCHENS
- BEDROOMS
- SOFAS
- LIVING ROOMS
- OFFICES

Vialino Ltd
Valley Road, Birkirkara
Malta BKR 9021
+356 2147 2882 | +356 2144 0492 (Stores)
info@carmelodelia.com
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